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Abstract: The days of supercomputers and mainframes dominating computing are over. With the cost benefits of the mass production of smaller
machines, the majority of today’s computing power exists in the form of PCs or workstations, with more powerful machines performing more
specialized tasks. Even with increased computer power and availability, some tasks require more resources. Load balancing and process
migration allocates processes to interconnected workstations on a network to better take advantage of available resources.
Process migration is the act of transferring a process between two machines during its execution. It enables dynamic load distribution, fault
resilience, eased system administration, and data access locality. With the increasing deployment of distributed systems in general, and
distributed operating systems in particular, process migration is receiving more attention in both research and product development. As highperformance facilities shift from supercomputers to networks of workstations, and with the ever-increasing role of the World Wide Web, we
expect migration to play a more important role and eventually to be widely adopted.
This paper reviews the field of process migration by summarizing the key concepts involved in it and by highlighting the benefits and challenges
faced by the process migration. It also includes the experience of process migration in distributed operating system.
Keywords: process migration, fault resilience, load distribution, distributed systems.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In a network of personal workstations, many machines
are typically idle at any given time. These idle hosts
represent a large deposited of processing power, many times
it is greater than the available on any user’s personal
machine in isolation. In recent years a number of
mechanisms have been proposed or implemented to bring
under conditions for effective use of idle processors .Here
we are considering process migration mechanism for this
purpose.
A distributed operating system is the logical aggregation
of operating system software over a collection of
independent, networked, communicating, and physically
separate computational nodes. [22] Individual nodes each hold
a specific software subset of the global aggregate operating
system. Each subset is a composite of two distinct service
provisions. [18] The first is a ubiquitous minimal kernel, or
microkernel, that directly controls that node’s hardware.
Second is a higher-level collection of system management
components that coordinate the node's individual and
collaborative activities. These components abstract
microkernel functions and support user applications.[6]An
example of an distributed operating system in which
process migration mechanism is implemented is
“Amoeba”.Amoeba is a distributed operating system. It
collects a huge Varity of single machines connected over a
(fast) network to one, huge computer. It was originally
developed at the Vrije Universiteit in Amsterdam by
Andrew Tanenbaum and many more. Amoeba was always
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designed to be used, so it was deemed essential to achieve
extremely high performance. Currently, it's the fastest
distributed operating system. [13]
This paper is organized in 6 sections. Section 1 provides
the introduction about the process migration and distributed
operating system. Section 2 describes the process migration
in detail including homogeneous and heterogeneous types of
process migration and steps involved in process migration
algorithm. Section 3 explains the benefits of process
migration. Section 4 highlights the challenges faced by
process migration. Section 5 presents future research.
Finally conclusion is given in section 6.
II.

OVERVIEW OF PROCESS MIGRATION

A process may be considered as a program in execution.
And “Process migration is the act of transferring an active
process between two machines and restoring the process
from the point it left off on the selected destination node.”[1]
i.e. transferring an executing process from source machine
to destination machine during its execution is called process
migration.
If we transfer the state of a process from one machine to
another, we have migrated the process. The term state refers
to all the information which is required to resume a process
in a proper way and executing it correctly.
A.

Goals:
The goals of process migration are very closely tied to
the applications that use migration, as described next. The
primary goals include:
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Figure 1: A view of Process Migration

i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

Resource locality: Processes which are running on a
node which is distant from the node which houses the
data that the processes are using tend to spend most of
their time in performing communication between the
nodes for the sake of accessing the data. Process
migration can be used to migrate a distant process closer
to the data that it is processing, thereby ensuring it
spends most of its time doing useful work.
Resource sharing: Nodes which have large amount of
resources can act as receiver nodes in a process
migration environment.
Effective Load Balancing: Migration is particularly
important in receiver initiated distributed systems, where
a lightly loaded node announces its availability thereby
enabling the arbitrator to provide its processing power to
another node which is relatively heavily loaded.
Fault tolerance: This aspect of a system is improved by
migration of a process from a partially failed node, or in
the case of long running processes when different kinds
of failures are probable. In conjunction with check
pointing, this goal can be achieved.
Eased system administration: When a node is about to be
shutdown, the system can migrate processes which are
running on it to another node, thereby enabling the
process to go to completion, either on the destination
node or on the source node by migrating it back.
Mobile computing: Users may decide to migrate a
running process from their workstations to their mobile
computers or vice versa to exploit the large amount of
resources that a work station can provide.

Applications:
The following applications can be benefited from
process migration:
i. Distributed applications can be started on certain nodes
and can be migrated at the application level or by using a
system wide migration facility in response to things like
load balancing considerations.
ii. Multiuser Applications can benefit greatly from process
migration. As users come and go, the load on individual
nodes varies widely. Dynamic process migration can
automatically spread processes across all nodes,
including those applications that are not enhanced to
exploit the migration mechanism.
iii. Standalone Applications, which is pre emptable, can be
used with various goals in mind. Such an application can
either migrate itself, or it can be migrated by another

iv.

v.

vi.

vii.

B.
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authority. It is difficult to select such applications
without detailed knowledge of past behavior, since many
applications are short-lived and do not execute long
enough to justify the overhead of migration
Long running applications, which can run for days or
weeks on end, can suffer various interruptions, for
example partial node failures or administrative
shutdowns. Process migration can relocate these
processes in the event of the occurrences of any of the
events mentioned above.
Migration-oriented Applications are applications that
have been coded to explicitly take advantage of process
migration. Dynamic process migration can automatically
redistribute these related processes if the load becomes
uneven on different nodes, e.g. if processes are
dynamically created, or there are many more processes
than nodes.
Mobile applications are the most recent example of the
potential use of migration; for instance, mobile agents
and mobile objects. These applications are designed with
mobility in mind. Although this mobility differs
significantly from the kinds of process migration
considered elsewhere in this paper, it uses some of the
same techniques: location policies, checkpointing,
transparency, and locating and communicating with a
mobile entity.
Migration-aware applications are applications that have
been coded to explicitly take advantage of process
migration. Dynamic process migration can automatically
redistribute these related processes if the load becomes
uneven on different nodes, e.g. if processes are
dynamically created, or there are many more processes
than nodes.

C.

Migration Algorithm [14]:
Although there are many different migration
implementations and designs, most of them can be
summarized in the following steps:
i. A migration request is issued to a remote node. After
negotiation, migration has been accepted.
ii. A process is detached from its source node by
suspending its execution, declaring it to be in a migrating
state, and temporarily redirecting communication as
described in the following step.
iii. Communication is temporarily redirected by queuing up
arriving messages directed to the migrated process, and
by delivering them to the process after migration. This
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iv.

v.

vi.

vii.

viii.

step continues in parallel with steps iv, v, and vi, as long
as there are additional incoming messages. Once the
communication channels are enabled after migration (as
a result of step vii), the migrated process is known to the
external world.
The process state is extracted, including memory
contents;
processor
state
(register
contents);
communication state (e.g., opened files and message
channels); and relevant kernel context. The
communication state and kernel context are OS
dependent. Some of the local OS internal state is not
transferable. The process state is typically retained on
the source node until the end of migration, and in some
systems it remains there even after migration completes.
Processor dependencies, such as register and stack
contents, have to be eliminated in the case of
heterogeneous migration.
A destination process instance is created into which the
transferred state will be imported. A destination instance
is not activated until a sufficient amount of state has
been transferred from the source process instance. After
that, the destination instance will be promoted into a
regular process.
State is transferred and imported into a new instance on
the remote node. Not all of the state needs to be
transferred; some of the state could be lazily brought
over after migration is completed.
Some means of forwarding references to the migrated
process must be maintained. This is required in order to
communicate with the process or to control it. It can be
achieved by registering the current location at the home
node (e.g. in Sprite), by searching for the migrated
process (e.g. in the V Kernel, at the communication
protocol level), or by forwarding messages across all
visited nodes (e.g. in Charlotte). This step also enables
migrated communication channels at the destination and
it ends step iii as communication is permanently
redirected.
The new instance is resumed when sufficient state has
been transferred and imported. With this step, process
migration completes. Once all ofthe state has been
transferred from the original instance, it may be deleted
on the source node.

D.
Types of Process Migration:
There are two types of process migration:
i. Homogeneous process migration
ii. Homogeneous process migration
a.

Homogeneous process migration:
Homogeneous process migration involves migrating
processes in a homogeneous environment where all systems
have the same architecture and operating system but not
necessarily the same resources or capabilities. Process
migration can be performed either at the user-level or the
kernel level. A brief overview of the two techniques and a
few systems that implement them are given in the next
sections.
(a)

User-level Process Migration
User-level process migration techniques support process
migration without changing the operating system kernel.
User-level migration implementations are easier to develop
and maintain but have two common problems:
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i.

They cannot access kernel state which means that they
cannot migrate all processes.
ii. They must cross the kernel/application boundary using
kernel requests which are slow and costly.
User-level process migration facilities vary in complexity
from the UNIX rsh command which allows static, remote
execution of UNIX commands to Condor which allows
dynamic migration of processes using check pointing.
Another implementation relies on the cooperation between
the process and the migration subsystem to achieve
migration. The problem with these implementations is that
without kernel access, they are unable to migrate processes
with location dependent information and inter process
communication.
(b)

Kernel Level Process Migration:
Kernel level process migration techniques modify the
operating system kernel to make process migration easier
and more efficient. Kernel modifications allow the
migration process to be done quicker and migrate more
types of processes. Unfortunately, many older
implementations have high overhead, long freeze times, and
still cannot migrate all processes.
b.

Heterogeneous process migration:
Homogeneous process migration allows good use of
available network resources but is only applicable between
machines with the same architecture and operating system.
Many networks contain a variety of machines running
different operating systems and provide other resources
available on machines which have different architectures
than the current machine where the process is executing.
Using this computational power requires heterogeneous
process migration.
Heterogeneous process migration is process migration
across machine architectures and operating systems.
Obviously, it is more complicated than the homogeneous
case because it must consider machine and operating
specific structures and features, as well as transmitting the
same information as homogeneous process migration
including process state, address space, and file and
communication information. Heterogeneous process
migration is especially applicable in the mobile environment
where is highly likely that the mobile unit and the base
support station will be different machine types. It would be
desirable to migrate a process from the mobile unit to the
base station and vice versa during computation. This could
not be achieved by homogeneous migration in most cases.
There are 4 basic types of heterogeneous migration [6]:
(a) Passive object- only data is transferred and must be
translated.
(b) Active object, migrate when inactive- The process is
migrated when it is not executing. The code exists at
both sites, and only the data need be transferred and
translated.
(c) Active object, interpreted code- The process is
executing through an interpreter so only data and
interpreter state need be transferred.
(d) Active object, native code- Both code and data need to
be translated as they are compiled for a specific
architecture.
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III.

CHALLENGES IN PROCESS MIGRATION

The process migration mechanism faces a variety of
challenges. Because designing a process migration facility
enables the movement of an executing process from one
host to another. And hence it includes issues like when and
where to migrate which process and achieving the goals of
load balancing and transparency with as low overhead as
possible presents a big challenge. The main issues related to
migration are as follows:
i. The one of the main issue is Allocation and scheduling
i.e. how is a target node chosen? What are the factors
taken into consideration while choosing a destination
host? Is load balanced dynamically, or only reallocated
during special circumstances like eviction or imminent
host failure? Considering that all of the above systems
represent loosely coupled environments, how much of a
difference can such a consideration make? Similarly,
what is the best allocation policy for an I/O intensive
process?
ii. Once a target has been chosen, how is the process state
saved and transferred? For e.g., would virtual memory
pages be transferred all at once, increasing the latency
between process suspension and resumption, or
transferred on a demand-paged basis thus speeding up
migration? An important consideration over here is how
much of "residual dependency" [8] do we allow on the
ex-host?
iii. How is migration supported by the underlying file
system for kernel level schemes? Are files assumed to
be accessible from any point? For transparency, a
transparent file system would itself seem to be a
prerequisite.
iv. How are name spaces dealt with? Do process Ids, file
descriptors etc. change with migration? How does global
naming help? How are sockets and signals managed?
v. What are the scaling considerations that have been
incorporated into the design?
vi. Transparency: What is the level of transparency? An
important goal in process migration is transparency. This
means that neither the process being migrated, nor user
processes with which it is communicating, should be
aware of the migration.
vii. Memory Transfer: Moving the content of a large virtual
address space stands out as the bottleneck in process
migration.
viii. Residual Dependencies: A particular problem in
migrating a process is the routing of messages addressed
to the migrated process, since the sender of the message
need not know about the migration. One way of handling
this is for the source machine to redirect messages to the
destination machine. This is an example of a residual
dependency. In general residual dependencies are
undesirable because of the chain of dependencies when a
process is migrated several times and the continuing use
of resources on the source machine. This has detrimental
effects on both performance and reliability.
IV.

BENEFITS OF PROCESS MIGRATION

The benefits of process migration are many and varied,
especially so nowadays, with the rapid increase in
distributed and networking systems. These are discussed
below.
© 2010, IJARCS All Rights Reserved

i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

vii.

viii.

ix.

x.

Dynamic load distribution is possible in
multiprocessing systems to balance the load on the
different processors/nodes, by migrating processes from
overloaded nodes to less loaded ones.
Fault resilience can be achieved in such systems, by
migrating processes from nodes that may have
experienced a partial failure or are likely to fail
completely in the immediate future.
Improved system administration can be achieved by
migrating processes from the nodes that are about to be
shut down or otherwise made unavailable.
Data access locality is possible to provide in wireless or
fixed mobile systems, by migrating processes closer to
the source of some data as the user moves from one
network or cell to another.
Resource sharing is possible on a grid, by migration of
a process to a specific node that is equipped with a
special hardware device, large amount of free memory or
some other unique resource.
Mobile computing also increases the demand for
migration. Users may want to migrate running
applications from a host to their mobile computer as they
connect to a network at their current location or back
again when they disconnect.
Reliability is achieved through Process migration
because it is able to move a copy of a process (replicate)
on another node hence improves system reliability.
Security: A process dealing with sensitive data may be
moved to a secure machine (or just to a machine holding
the data) to improve security.
High performance cluster computing systems have
used process migration to balance the workload on their
constituent computers and thus improve their overall
throughput and performance
Improved average turnaround time: turnaround time
of a process is total time between submission of a
process and its completion. The turnaround time of a job
running on a cluster is very important for both the users
as well as the system administrators. But any event
which causes the job to fail, results in the wastage of all
the computations done till that point. The job has to be
restarted all over again. This results in increase in the
average turnaround time of a job, which is not desirable
in a production environment. An approach to address
this issue is to transfer the execution context of a running
process from a failing to a healthy machine. This is
achieved by saving the execution context of a running
process at regular intervals of time. The saved execution
context is called checkpoint.
V.

FUTURE RESEARCH

After around 10 years, process migration is still a field of
active research and many of its benefits are yet to be
realized. Process migration and load balancing algorithms
have been around for quite a while. It is well-known what
has to be transferred during migration, so process migration
algorithms can only be improved by transmitting this data in
the most efficient way.
However, determining when to migrate and measuring
processor load still has important research applications.
Deciding when to migrate represents the common problem
in distributed computing of making decisions with
incomplete information. Research into predictive measures
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of load would be useful. It may be possible to determine
future load by examining past requirements and current
process properties. Heterogeneous process migration is a lot
more interesting research area, but it remains to be proven
that it is useful and worth the cost. An interesting benefit of
research in this area is improving languages and compilers
to provide better migration and heterogeneity support.
An important advanced application of process migration
is in the utilization of networks of workstations (NOWs).
Many organizations have massive computing power
available when workstations are combined over a network.
Unfortunately, current operating systems and programs do
not take advantage of most of these resources. As an
extension to process migration, process division would be
useful. Process division would be similar to parallel
processing except it is more transparent to the programmer.
The goal would be the integration of a programming
language/compiler, which allows the programmer to specify
what parts of the process can be done in parallel or
remotely, and a distributed operating system, which uses
this specification and current processor loads to divide the
process among various processors (maybe in a
heterogeneous fashion) transparently at run-time for the
user. This would result in increased machine utilization and
some increased parallelism and performance for individual
applications.
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CONCLUSION

This paper is a survey of process migration. Process
migration involves transferring a running process between
machines. In homogeneous process migration, this transfer
is between machines of the same type, while heterogeneous
process migration transfers processes between machines of
different architectures and operating systems.
Process migrations are efficient mechanisms to be used
in the improvement or development of high performance
computer systems. It allow for better utilization of networks
of workstations In particular, we demonstrate that the
process migration is very crucial to be used to enable
dynamic load balancing, excellent system administration,
efficient resource utilization, fault resilience, and data access
locality. Despite of these primary benefits here we also
explained other benefits provided by process migration, and
challenges or issues process migration mechanism have to
deal with.
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